
Amongst all parquets, the 2-layer prefinished parquet is the most suitable for installation over sub-
floor heating systems 

Two layer prefinished parquet is a general name for  the boards of smaller dimensions, with tongue and groove 
joints on all four sides. Boards are composed of two layers. The base can be made from plywood, high-density 
fireboard (HDF) or layer of spruce, birch, hevea or poplar tree. The hardwood covering layer can be 3,5 - 6 mm 
thick and is already sanded and 6-7 times lacquered or UV oiled. This parquet has to be fully glued to the surface, 
so it is recommended the installation to be done by the professional installer. When laying the parquet over the 
sub-floor heating, additional laying instructions have to be strictly respected (with the heating regime before, dur-
ing and after installation of parquet).

SUITABLE

2-layer prefinished parquet is composed from two layers 
of wood:
- 6 - 7 mm thick bottom layer 
- 3,5 - 6 mm thick top layer of hardwood, which is already  
  sanded and lacquered or oiled

Tongue+groove system

2-layer 
prefinished parquet

speed of installation 
simplicity of installation
lifespan / durability 
attractive prices  
under floor heating
product range
possibility of refinishing 
warmth / character

Select grade – allows sound knots up to 8 mm and dark knots op to 2 mm in diameter (no clusters). It allows mini-
mum differences in coloration and grain pattern without any sapwood.
Natural grade – a richer floor with more variation. The size of the knots is not limited, unless they affect the stabil-
ity of the wood. Possible cracked knots can be filled with wood putty. This grade allows greater colour and grain 
pattern variations as well as thinner strips of sapwood. Stains are not allowed.
Rustic grade – a very vibrant selection full of character with obvious variations in colour and grain pattern. The 
size of knots is unlimited, unless they compromise the stability of boards. Possible cracked knots can be filled with 
wood putty. This grade allows healthy sapwood.

Grades of wood flooring related to the look of the top layer:
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1 2 layers of acrylic surface varnish 
hardened with UV rays

3 layers of acrylick, primer varnish 
hardened with UV rays

acrylic putty hardened with UV rays

ground layer hardened with UV rays

surface layer (3,5 mm) 

bottom layer (6,5 mm), coniferous 
wood

Laying patterns

Diagonal strip Triple herringboneCube English bond (rregular)English bond (irregular) Herringbone

Plank dimensions

STANDARD
490/500x70x10/11 mm

MAXI
800/1200x90x10/11 mm

FINELINE
750x140x10 mm

Plank section



There are two basic dimensions of two-layer boards: Lengths 400-500 mm, width 70 mm, thickness 11, 10 or 
9,5 mm belong to standard two-layer flooring. Lengths 800-1000 mm, width 90 mm, thickness 11, 10 or 9,5 mm 
belong to maxi two-layer flooring.

SUITABLE

Tongue+groove

2-LAYER PREFINISHED PARQUET - standard and maxi

STANDARD: 490/500 x 70 x 10/11 mm
BAMBUS: 960x96x10 mm
MAXI: 800/900/1000 x 90 x 11 mm

OAK OAK RUSTIK OAK WHITE OAK SMOKED

*BEECH ASH ASH WHITE ASH THERMO

CHERRY AMERICAN CHERRY MAPLE *CANADIAN MAPLE

WALNUT AMERICAN WALNUT ACACIA STAMED HEVEA

* not all tree species



BAMBOO LIGHT VERTICAL BAMBOO DARK VERTICAL BAMBOO LIGHT HORIZONTAL BAMBOO DARK HORIZONTAL

TEAK *OLIVE IROKO MERBAU

*JATOBA DOUSSIE PALISANDER ZEBRANO

TIGERWOOD PADOUK RED SAPELLI WENGE



...very high stability. Boards are composed from 11,6 mm thick russian birch 9 plywood and 4 mm of top veneer. 
Lengths of the boards vary from 300 to 1200 mm, width is 91 mm, total thickness 15,6 mm. Surface is already 
sanded and lacquered with varnish hardened with UV rays. Boards have to be fully glued on the surface. This par-
quet is not suitable for the installation over sub-floor heating.

2-LAYER PREFINISHED PARQUET - four side V groove

RD/300-1200/910 x 91/120-125 x 14/15,6 mm

Tongue+groove

TEAK CABREUVA JATOBA MAPLE CANADIAN

LAPACHO TIGERWOOD PYNKADO DOUSSIE

WALNUT ASIAN

speed of installation 
simplicity of installation
lifespan / durability 
attractive prices  
under floor heating
product range
possibility of refinishing 
warmth / character



SUITABLE

FINELINE: 750 x 140 x 10 mm

The term fineline indicates the type of engineered flooring with the wear layer of an individual board consisting of 
several smaller strips. The dimension of the board is 750x140x10 mm, which means the top layer of 15-18 rows 
of strips of 8-10 mm in width. 

2-LAYER PREFINISHED PARQUET - fineline

OAK OAK STAMED *MAPLE CANADIAN WALNUT AMERICAN  

*BEECH CHERRY AMERICAN TEAK PALISANDER

MERBAU KEMPAS

IROKO HEVEA

Tongue+groove * not all tree species


